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Abstract

Background: The N6-methyladenosine (m6A) dynamics in the progression of interverteb-

ral disc (IVD) aging remain largely unknown. This study aimed to explore the distribution

and pattern of m6A modification in nucleus pulpous (NP) tissues of rats at different ages.

Methods: Histological staining and MRI were performed to evaluate the degeneration of

IVD. The expression of m6A modifiers was analyzed using qRT-PCR and western blot. Sub-

sequently, methylated RNA immunoprecipitation next generation sequencing and RNA-seq

were conducted to identify differences in m6Amethylome and transcriptome of NP tissues.

Results: Compared to 2-month-old rats, we found significant changes in the global

m6A level and the expression of Mettl3 and FTO in NP tissues from 20-month-old

rats. During the progression of NP aging, there were 1126 persistently differentially

m6A peaks within 931 genes, and 51 persistently differentially expressed genes. GO

and KEGG analyses showed that these m6A peaks and m6A modified genes were

mainly engaged in the biological processes and pathways of intervertebral disc deger-

mation (IDD), such as extracellular matrix metabolism, angiogenesis, inflammatory

response, mTOR and AMPK signaling pathways. Meanwhile, conjoint analyses and

Venn diagram revealed a total of 405 aging related genes contained significant meth-

ylation and expression levels in 20-month-old rats in contrast to 2-month-old and

10-month-old rats. Moreover, it was found that four aging related genes with hyper-

methylated modification including BUB1, CA12, Adamts1, and Adamts4 depicted dif-

ferentially expressed at protein level, of which BUB1 and CA12 were decreased,

while Adamts1 and Adamts4 were increased during the progression of NP aging.

Conclusion: Collectively, this study elucidated the distribution and pattern of m6A

modification during the aging of IVD. Furthermore, the m6A modified genes were
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involved in the IDD related biological processes and pathways. These findings may

provide novel insights into the mechanisms and therapies of IDD from the perspec-

tive of aging.
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aging, epigenetic regulation, intervertebral disc degeneration, m6A modification, nucleus
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Intervertebral disc degeneration (IDD) is characterized by nucleus pul-

posus (NP) herniation, annulus fibrosus rupture, and subsequently

nerve roots or dural sac compression or stimulation.1 IDD, as one of

the leading causes of low back and neck pain, has contributed to a

great socioeconomic burden for suffers worldwide.2 NP serves as a

crucial structural component, and is responsible for maintaining the

height and biomechanics of intervertebral disc (IVD).3 Increasing stud-

ies have shown that loss of number and function of NP cells, and

decrease of proteoglycan and water content in NP tissues exacerbate

the degeneration of IVD.4 It is believed that the degenerative changes

in NP tissues account for the major pathogenesis of IDD. Accordingly,

maintaining the biological properties and physiological function of NP

is vital for prevention and treatment of IDD.5–7

The etiology of IDD is multifactorial, and aging has been found

closely associated with the pathogenesis of IDD.8 A survey study based

on lumbar spine Magnetic resonance imaging (MRIs) has indicated that

40% of subjects under 30 years of age had various degrees of IDD,

while the prevalence of IDD progressively raised to over 90% by 50 to

55 years of age.9 Hence, IDD is generally considered as an aging

related degenerative disease.10 During the progression of aging,

mechanical overloading, nutritional loss, oxidative stress, and dysfunc-

tion of genetic and inflammatory factors are found accompanied by the

development of IDD.11–14 NP cells, as the main type resident in the

IVD, gradually become senescence under numerous stimulus of envi-

ronmental stress and intrinsic factors with age.15 Senescent NP cells

exhibit dysregulated extracellular matrix (ECM) production and cellular

functions.16 Moreover, senescent NP cells aberrantly secrete inflamma-

tory cytokines, matrix proteases, and chemokine, and further affect the

normal biological behaviors of neighboring healthy cells.15,17 Accumu-

lating evidences have suggested that clearance of senescent cells can

alleviate the development of aging related IDD.18,19 Thus, inhibiting

the senescence of NP cells may be one perspective strategy for the

treatment of IDD. However, the underlying mechanisms of NP aging

and consequent IDD still remain largely unknown.

Epigenic regulation including DNA methylation, histone modifica-

tion, noncoding RNAs, and RNA methylation has been demonstrated

involving in the pathogenesis of NP cells senescence and aging related

IDD.20–22 N6-methyladenosine (m6A) is one of the most abundant

RNA modifications in mammals.23 It is well known that m6A modifica-

tion is the methylation that occurs in the N atom at the sixth position

of the adenine.24 M6A modification is a dynamic and reversible process

which is installed by m6A methyltransferases (“writers”), discharged by

m6A demethylases (“erasers”), and recognized by reader proteins,

thereby participating in regulating the processes of RNA nuclear trans-

port, splicing, stability, translation, and metabolism.25 Multiple studies

have suggested that m6A modification implicates in the initiation and

progression of diverse diseases via posttranscriptional regulation.26

Recently, several studies have explored the biological functions of m6A

modification in the mechanisms of NP cells senescence and aging

related IDD.20,22,27 All these findings were based on the TNF-α induced

senescent model of NP cells and puncture induced animal model of

IDD, while no studies have directly investigated the dynamic patterns

of m6A during the natural progression of NP aging. Significantly, it was

shown that the degeneration level between post-puncture degenera-

tion group and aging degeneration group was different.28 It is reason-

able to speculate that a difference of m6A modification patterns may

exist between aging and puncture induced IDD model. Hence, deeper

insights into the dynamic changes of m6A patterns during the natural

aging of NP tissues will help to identify the intrinsic pathogenic factors

and further provide novel therapeutic targets for IDD.

Given the fact that epigenetic alterations contribute immensely

to aging progression, we hypothesized that the m6A modification dur-

ing the natural aging of NP tissues is dynamic and may play critical

roles in the degeneration of IVD. In this study, we found the global

m6A level was significantly increased in aged NP tissues of rats. To

further investigate the dynamic patterns of m6A in the aging of rat

NP tissues, MeRIP and RNA-seq were adopted to analyze the differ-

entially changed m6A peaks in genes and differentially expressed

genes (DEGs), respectively. Conjoint analyses were used to explore

the regulation of m6A modification on gene expression. We also con-

ducted gene ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis to investigate the biological func-

tions and pathways of m6A modification in the natural progression of

NP aging. Altogether, these findings may provide a dynamic landscape

of m6A modification, and reveal the potential roles of m6A modifica-

tion in the process of NP aging and aging related IDD.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Animals

All animal handling and surgical procedures were approved by Animal

Ethics Committee of Army Medical University (AMUWEC2020088).
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Male Sprague–Dawley (SD) rats with 2-month-old (200 ± 20 g),

10-month-old (450 ± 45 g) and 20-month-old (750 ± 75 g) were pur-

chased from the Animal Center of Army Medical University and each

group contained 22 male SD rats fed under specific pathogen-free

conditions (12 SD rats for MRI, histology, Western Blot, RNA extrac-

tion, and 10 SD rats for MeRIP-seq and RNA-seq). MRI was per-

formed in four rats (Co3/4, 4/5, 5/6) to analyze the degeneration

degree of caudal IVDs, and then three rats (Co4/5) were randomly

euthanized to obtain paraffin embedded sections of caudal IVDs for

histological analysis. NP tissues of all caudal IVDs of eight rats were

obtained for western blot and RNA extraction. In another 10 rats, NP

tissues of all caudal IVDs was obtained for MeRIP-seq and RNA-seq.

2.2 | Histological analysis

NP tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 days, and decalci-

fied for 2 weeks at 37�C in 10% EDTA decalcification solution. After

dehydration, the specimens were embedded in paraffin and sectioned

into 5-μm slices. The slices were then deparaffinized and dehydrated,

and histological analyzes including Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain-

ing, and Safranin O staining were performed according to the manu-

facture' protocols. We calculated the number of NPCs in each group

in nine random fields under 200� optical microscope.

2.3 | Magnetic resonance imaging

Rats were anesthetized by inhalation of 4% sevoflurane (Obtained

from Daping Hospital noninvasive Surgery Center, Chongqing,

China). A magnetic resonance imager (Bruker Pharmascan 7.0 T,

Germany) was used to scan the caudal IVDs of the rats, and the

parameters were set as follows: TR time: 3000 ms, TE time: 35 ms,

incentive time: 7, fat reduction technology: SPAIR, layer thickness:

0.8 mm, and spin echo sequence: TSE sequence. Pfirrmann grading

of rat caudal IVDs was calculated according to the Pfirrmann grad-

ing criteria of T2-weighted imaging parameters as previously

described.29 The degree of IDD was determined in a double-blinded

manner according to Pfirrmann grading, NP area and intervertebral

height.

2.4 | RNA extraction and qRT-PCR analysis

NP tissue of all caudal IVDs was obtained high-quality RNA for qRT-

PCR under in an enzyme-free environment after exposing caudal IVDs

according to previously reported methods.30 They should be firstly

ground into powder for RNA extraction. Total RNA of NP tissues was

extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, USA) and RNeasy Mini Kit

(Qiagen, Germany). Total RNA was quantitated using a NanoDrop

ND-1000 (NanoDrop, Wilmington, DE). qRT-PCR analysis was per-

formed as previously described.31 Briefly, a total of 1 μg RNA was

reverse transcribed into cDNA using PrimeScript RT reagent Kit with

gDNA Eraser (Takara, Japan). TB Green Premix Ex Taq II (Takara,

Japan) was adopted to conduct qRT-PCR amplification with ViiA7

Real-Time PCR system (Thermo Scientific, USA). GAPDH was used as

the normalization control. The relative mRNA expression levels were

calculated using the 2�ΔΔCT method. The primers used in current

study are presented in Table 1.

2.5 | Quantitative analysis of global m6A
modification

The level of m6A modification in total RNA was detected using

Mass Spectrometry. Briefly, adding buffer (500 mM Tris–HCl (alad-

din, China), 100 mM NaCl (Sinopharm Chemical Reagent, China),

10 mM MgCl2 (Bide Pharmatech, China), and 10 mM ZnSO4

(MACKLIN, USA), pH = 7.0), S1 nuclease (Takara, Japan), Alkaline

Phosphatase (Takara, Japan), and Phosphodiesterase I (Sigma, USA)

into 1 μg RNA, and then the mixture was incubated at 37�C. After

the RNA was digested into nucleosides completely, the mixture

was extracted with chloroform. The resulting aqueous layer was

collected for analysis with LC-ESI-MS/MS. The sample extracts

were analyzed using an UPLC-ESI-MS/MS system. RNA modifica-

tions were analyzed using scheduled multiple reaction monitoring.

Data acquisitions were performed using Analyst 1.6.3 software.

Multiquant 3.0.3 software was used to quantify all metabolites.

Mass spectrometer parameters including the decluttering potentials

and collision energies for individual MRM transitions were done

with further DP and CE optimization. A specific set of MRM transi-

tions were monitored for each period according to the metabolites

TABLE 1 The primer sequence used in current study.

Target Primer sequence (50 to 30)

Mettl3 F: TCGTAACCTATGCTGACCACTCCAA R: CTACCTTCTTGCTCTGCTGTTCCTTAG

Mettl14 F: TGGAAAGACTCACTGGAAGCAACTG R: ACGGCAAGCACTCACATACTCATC

Rbm15 F: TCCTCCTCTTCCTCAGCCACATC R: GGACGCACCACGGACAATGAT

WTAP F: AACGGTTGGTCAAGTGTGGCATAT R: CAGCCTGGTCTACAGAGTGAGTGA

FTO F: GAGCGGGAAGCTAAGAAACTG R: CTTGTGCAGTGTGAGAAAGGC

ALKBH5 F: TCCTGGAACTCTGGCTAATCCTGAT R: ATCTCTACTGGCTACTCTGGTGTGA

GAPDH F: CGGCAAGTTCAACGGCACAGT R: CGACATACTCAGCACCAGCATCAC
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eluted within this period. The quantification was carried out using

a standard curve generated from A and m6A standards ran during

the same batch of the samples. The m6A level was calculated as

the ratio of m6A to A.

2.6 | Western blot

NP tissue of all caudal IVDs was obtained for western blot under

aseptic conditions after exposing caudal IVDs according to previ-

ously reported methods.32 Radioimmunoprecipitation assay lysis

buffer (P0013, Beyotime, China) was added to collected tissues to

extract protein. The protein concentration was measured using a

BCA protein assay kit (P0012, Beyotime, China). Electrophoresis and

semidry transfer electrophoresis were performed. Equal amounts of

total protein (20 μg) of each sample were separated on 5%–12%

gradient SDS-PAGE gel (P0012AC, Beyotime) and transferred to a

0.45-um PVDF membrane (Merck, Germany). After the membrane

was blocked by QuickBlock Western blocking solution (P0252,

Beyotime, China) for 1 h, and subsequently incubated with different

kinds of primary antibodies (Table 2) at 4�C overnight with rotation

(the housekeeping proteins used in this study were GAPDH). TBST

was used to wash off the unbound antibodies, and then the mem-

branes were incubated with the secondary antibodies of the corre-

sponding species for 1.5 hours and washed again. Then, the

membrane was covered with ECL working solution (1705062, Bio-

Rad, USA) and incubated for 1–2 min. The membrane was placed in

the imaging system for imaging, and Image Lab software was used

for analysis of the gray value.

2.7 | MeRIP-seq and RNA-seq

MeRIP-seq and RNA-seq were conducted by LC-Bio Technolo-

gies (Hangzhou, China). Briefly, TRIzol (Invitrogen, USA) was used

to extract total RNA from NP tissues. The RNA amount and

purity of each sample was quantified using NanoDrop ND-1000

(NanoDrop, USA). The RNA integrity was assessed by Bioanaly-

zer 2100 (Agilent, USA) and confirmed by electrophoresis with

denaturing agarose gel. Dynabeads Oligo (dT) 25-61005 (Thermo

Fisher, USA) and Magnesium RNA Fragmentation Module (NEB,

USA) were used to purify and fragment Poly (A) RNA. Then the

cleaved RNA fragments were incubated with m6A-specific anti-

body (No. 202003, Synaptic Systems, Germany) in IP buffer to

perform m6A RNA immunoprecipitation. Both input samples (all

fragments that are not enriched with M6A-modified specific anti-

bodies) without immunoprecipitation and the m6A IP samples

(the co-precipitation enriched segment with M6A-modified spe-

cific antibodies) were used to construct libraries for MeRIP-seq.

The fragmented RNA without immunoprecipitation was also used

to generate RNA-seq libraries. Finally, all samples were subjected

to 2 � 150 bp paired-end sequencing on an illumina

Novaseq 6000.

2.8 | Data analysis

After sequencing, the reads that contained adaptor contamination,

low quality bases and undetermined bases with default parameter

were removed using fastp software. We found an average of clean

data and valid reads was 7.69 Gb and 55.8 million in IP samples as

well as 8.71 Gb and 63.8 million in input samples, respectively. The

reads of each sample with a sequencing error rate <1% and <0.1%

were >97.97% and 94.09%, respectively. More than 96.12% of reads

were mapped to the reference genome. Moreover, the unique

mapped reads were >72.31% (Table S1). The clean data of all samples

were then mapped to the reference genome Rattus norvegicus by

HISAT2 software. R package exomePeak was used to perform Peak

calling analysis, and identify differentially modified genes and changed

peaks. Called peaks were annotated by intersection with gene archi-

tecture using R package ChIPseeker. The de novo and known motif

finding was analyzed by MEME software and HOMER software. The

expression level of all genes from input libraries calculated by FPKM

was conducted by StringTie software. The differentially expressed

genes were selected with log2 (fold change) ≥1 and p value <0.05

using R package edgeR. GO and KEGG enrichment analyses were per-

formed based on the differentially changed m6A-modified genes

and DEGs.

TABLE 2 The primary antibodies
used in this study.

Primary antibody Catalog number Dilution ratio Source

Mouse anti-GAPDH 60004-1-Ig WB (1:50000) Proteintech Group, USA

Rabbit anti-aggrecan 13880-1-AP WB (1:1000) Proteintech Group, USA

Rabbit anti-Collagen II ab188570 WB (1:1000) Abcam, USA

Rabbit anti-MMP13 18165-1-AP WB (1:1000) Proteintech Group, USA

Rabbit anti-Mettl3 15073-1-AP WB (1:500) Proteintech Group, USA

Rabbit anti-FTO 27226-1-AP WB (1:1000) Proteintech Group, USA

Mouse anti-Bub1 sc-365685 WB (1:500) Santa Cruz, USA

Rabbit anti-CA12 15180-1-AP WB (1:1000) Proteintech Group, USA

Rabbit anti-Adamts1 12749-1-AP WB (1:500) Proteintech Group, USA

Rabbit anti-Adamts4 11865-1-AP WB (1:500) Proteintech Group, USA
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2.9 | Statistical analysis

All data were presented as mean ± SEM from the triplicates of indepen-

dent experiments and analyzed using GraphPad Prism 9.0 software

(La Jolla, CA). ANOVA with Tukey's post-test was used to assess the sta-

tistical significance between group means for comparisons among multi-

ple groups. p value <0.05 was considered as statistical significance.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Aging related IDD in rat

MRI showed that compared with 2-month-old rats (2 M), Pfirrmann

grading of caudal IVD obtained from 10-month-old (10 M) and

20-month-old (20 M) rats was gradually increased, while NP area

F IGURE 1 Aging related IDD in rats. (A–D) MRI of rat caudal IVDs of different ages. Measurement of Pfirrmann grading, NP tissue area and
intervertebral height (n = 4, 3 IVDs were detected in each rat, and a total of 12 IVDs were counted). (E) H&E staining of rat caudal IVD sections
of different ages. (F) Safranine O staining of rat caudal IVD sections of different ages. (G) The number of NPCs of rat caudal IVDs in different ages
(n = 3). (H) Western blot and quantification of ACAN, Collagen II and MMP13 in rat NP tissue at different ages (n = 3). The data are expressed as
the mean ± SEM, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. ns, no statistical significance; 2 M, 2-month-old; 10 M, 10-month-old; 20 M, 20-month-old.
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and intervertebral height were decreased with age (Figure 1A–D).

Based on the standardized histopathology of the rat intervertebral

disc degeneration model proposed by Lai et al.33 H&E, and Safranin O

staining of caudal IVD showed that the number of NP cells and ECM

was decreased gradually, and the large vacuolated NP cells were

transformed into clustered and non-vacuolated NP cells with age. In

addition, some distorted or disorganized collagen lamellae with mini-

mal (<1/3) infolding of the annulus fibrosus (AF), ruptured or serpen-

tined patterned fibers in <1/3 of the AF and the boundary between

the AF and NP gradually became blurred with age. Meanwhile, mild

osteophyte or ossification of the endplate appeared with age

(Figure 1E–G). Meanwhile, we detected the protein level of bio-

markers related to ECM metabolism in NP tissues by western blot.

The catabolic enzyme MMP13 was significantly upregulated, while

the expression of aggrecan (ACAN) and collagen II, the main compo-

nents of ECM, was downregulated with age (Figure 1H). Furthermore,

the expression of NP senescence markers p18 and p53 increased with

age gradually (Figure S1).

3.2 | The global m6A RNA methylation of the IVD
is gradually increased with age

We quantified and compared the levels of m6A in total RNA iso-

lated from NP tissues of rats at different ages. Global m6A RNA

levels in NP tissues were observed to increase significantly with age

(Figure 2A). To investigate whether there were differences in the

expression of modifiers that control m6A modification, we detected

“writer” (methyltransferases, including Mettl3, Mettl14, Rbm15, and

WTAP) and “erasers” (demethylases, including ALKBH5 and FTO)

by qRT-PCR. It was shown that upregulation of Mettl3 and downre-

gulation of FTO were found in NP tissues of 20 M group compared

with that in NP tissues of 2 M and 10 M groups at the mRNA

levels, while Mettl14, RBM15, WTAP, and ALKBH5 had no signifi-

cant difference with age (Figure 2B). Furthermore, we examined the

protein levels of Mettl3 and FTO in NP tissues of rats at different

ages by western blot. It was found that the expression of Mettl3

were increased and the expression of FTO were decreased in NP

tissues with age at protein levels (Figure 2C). Taking together, these

findings suggested that the expression of m6A modifiers and the

level of global m6A RNA methylation in the NP tissues are signifi-

cantly altered with age.

3.3 | General features of m6A modification in 2 M,
10 M, and 20 M groups

To determine the landscape of m6A modification in the NP aging, we

performed MeRIP-Seq to profile the m6A transcriptome in NP tissues

across three different time points, including 2, 10, and 20 months.

The total m6A peaks were identified by comparing the sequencing

data between IP samples and their corresponding input samples.

There were 31 986 m6A peaks within 15 166 genes in 2 M group,

32 007 within 15 079 genes in 10 M group, and 19 322 within

F IGURE 2 The global m6A methylation of the IVD is gradually increased with age. (A) LC–MS/MS quantification of global m6A modification
levels in rat NP tissues at different ages (n = 3). (B) qRT-PCR of Mettl3, Mettl14, Rbm15, WTAP, ALKBH5 and FTO in rat NP tissue at different
ages (n = 3). (C) Western blot and quantification of Mettl3 and FTO in rat NP tissue at different ages (n = 4). The data are expressed as the mean
± SEM, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. ns, no statistical significance; 2 M,2-month-old; 10 M, 10-month-old; 20 M, 20-month-old.
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13 448 genes in 20 M group. Statistics for m6A peaks and m6A-

modified genes of each group are shown using Venn diagram

(Figure 3A,B). A total of 5261 common m6A peaks and 4457 common

methylated genes were found among these three groups, accounting

for 9.52% (5261/55284) of the total m6A peaks, and 16.76%

(4457/26595) of total m6A-modified genes, respectively. Next, we

analyzed the number of m6A peaks per methylated gene, and found

that the vast majority of methylated genes (more than 92.05%)

contained <6 m6A peaks (Figure 3C). The average peak length was

7178 bp in 2 M group, 6854 bp in 10 M group, and 7280 bp in 20 M

group (Figure 3D). To better understand the preferential locations of

m6A peaks, we analyzed the distribution pattern of m6A peaks in the

structure of mRNA. The results showed that the m6A peaks were

mainly located at regions of the coding sequence (CDS) and 30UTR

(Figure 3E). Moreover, there were some enrichments at the start

codon, stop codon, and near the end of 30UTR (Figure 3E). In addition,

F IGURE 3 General features of m6A modification in 2 M, 10 M, and 20 M groups. (A) Number of m6A peaks in each group. (B) Number of
m6A modified genes in each group. (C) Numbers of m6A modified genes with different numbers of m6A peaks. (D) The peak length of each
group. (E) The distribution patterns of m6A peaks in gene structure of mRNA. (F) The most conserved sequence motif (RRACH) of three groups.
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the motif analysis indicated that the most conserved motif sequence

was GGACA among these three groups (Figure 3G).

3.4 | Temporal dynamics of m6A modification
during NP aging, and functional analysis of persistently
differentially m6A-modified genes

To determine the temporal changes of m6A modification during NP

aging, we conducted the pairwise comparison of m6A profiles, includ-

ing 10 M group versus 2 M group (10 M vs. 2 M), and 20 M group

versus 10 M group (20 M vs. 10 M). A total of 2406 significantly

changed m6A peaks were identified, in which 1483 peaks were up-

regulated and 923 peaks were down-regulated in 10 M vs. 2 M. The

top 20 significantly changed m6A peaks in 10 M vs. 2 M is shown in

Table S2. As shown in Figure S2A, the peaks with significant changes

were mainly located in the CDS (42%), 30UTR (22.7%), and stop codon

(21.3%). Meanwhile, a total of 2073 genes were found with differen-

tially changed m6A peaks (Figure S2B). GO and KEGG analyses were

performed to elucidate the biological functions and pathways of dif-

ferentially methylated genes in 10 M vs. 2 M (Figure S2C,D). Mean-

while, a total of 16 025 significantly altered m6A peaks were

distinguished, in which 13 775 peaks increased and 2250 peaks

decreased in 20 M vs. 10 M. The top 20 significantly changed m6A

peaks in 20 M vs. 10 M is shown in Table S3. Similar to the 10 M

vs. 2 M, the peaks with significant changes in 20 M vs. 10 M compari-

son were mostly distributed in the CDS (31.5%), followed by stop

codon (30.1%), and 30UTR (21.5%) (Figure S2A). Interestingly, we

observed 10 463 genes that were marked with m6A modification

(Figure S2E). Both the number of m6A peaks and methylated genes

showed significant increases in 20 M vs. 10 M when compared to that

in 10 M vs. 2 M. The top 20 GO and KEGG categories are shown in

Figure S2F,G.

To further functional insights into m6A modification in the NP

aging, we screened the m6A peaks with persistent difference at differ-

ent ages of NP tissues. As shown in Table S4, a total of 1126 persis-

tently differentially changed m6A peaks within 931 genes were

identified among these three groups, in which 981peaks within

802 genes were found upregulated and 145 peaks within 128 genes

were found downregulated. Subsequently, GO and KEGG analyses

were performed to clarify the biological functions and pathways of

persistently differentially methylated genes. Overall, the persistently

hypermethylated genes were mainly enriched in protein processing,

microtubule-based movement, and regulation of transcription,

whereases the persistently hypomethylated genes were mostly

involved in peptide metabolic process, cytoskeleton-dependent intra-

cellular transport, and negative regulation of blood vessel endothelial

cell migration in terms of biological process (BP) categories

(Figure 4A,B). KEGG analyses indicated that the persistently hyper-

methylated genes were mainly enriched in mTOR signaling pathway,

autophagy, and AMPK signaling pathway, while persistently hypo-

methylated genes were mostly associated with RNA degradation, TNF

signaling pathway, and apoptosis (Figure 4C,D). Furthermore, two

representative genes with persistently altered peaks were selected to

illustrate the m6A modified pattern in the structure of mRNA. The

peaks of Plce1 were located at the regions of 50UTR and 30UTR, and

the peaks of Scd were located at the regions of 50UTR, CDS,

and 30UTR (Figure 4E,F).

3.5 | Overview of genes expression profiles in
2 M, 10 M, and 20 M groups

In order to further explore the potential relationship between the

degree of m6A modification and gene expression, we investigated

the differences of gene expression among groups using the RNA

sequencing data of input samples. It was shown that a total of

175 genes were up-regulated while156 genes were down-regulated

in 10 M vs. 2 M (Table S5 and Figure S3A,B). The top 20 GO and

KEGG terms are listed in Figure S3C,D. Remarkably, the enriched

KEGG pathways were related to the progression of aging and IDD,

such as PI3K-Akt signaling pathway,34 MAPK signaling pathway,35

and NF-κB signaling pathway.4,34 Besides, there were 625genes

increased and 307 genes decreased in 20 M vs. 10 M (Table S6 and

Figure S4A,B). The top 20 GO and KEGG categories are exhibited in

Figure S4C,D. The differentially expressed genes were mainly

involved in aging and oxidative stress, such as p53 signaling

pathway,36 and FOXO signaling pathway.37

Next, we also analyzed the persistently DEGs at different stages

of IVD. As shown in Table S7, a total of 51 genes were found persis-

tently differentially expressed among groups, in which 28 genes were

up-regulated and 23 genes were down-regulated. GO analyses

revealed that the persistently upregulated genes were mainly enriched

in negative regulation of transcription involved in meiotic cell cycle,

inflammatory response, and negative regulation of angiogenesis,

whereas the persistently downregulated genes were mostly involved

in negative regulation of ECM assembly, regulation of IL-1β produc-

tion, and positive regulation of metallopeptidase activity in terms of

BP categories (Figure 5A,B). KEGG analyses showed that the persis-

tently upregulated genes were mainly enriched in TGF-β signaling

pathway, p53 signaling pathway, and PI3K-Akt signaling pathway,

while the persistently downregulated genes were mostly associated

with NOD-like receptor signaling pathway, Jak-STAT signaling path-

way, and Estrogen signaling pathway (Figure 5C,D).

3.6 | Identification the regulation pattern of m6A
modification and gene expression during NP aging
though combined analysis

It is believed that m6A modifications function as important regulators

in gene expression.38 Hence, a combined analysis between MeRIP-

seq and RNA-seq was performed to identify the regulation pattern of

m6A modification in aging related genes of IVD, and the results were

described using a four-quadrant diagram. In the comparation of 20 M

group versus 2 M group (20 M vs. 2 M), there were 21 genes with
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hypomethylation and upregulated expression (hypo-up), 315 genes

with hypermethylation and upregulated expression (hyper-up),

72 genes with hypomethylation and downregulated expression (hypo-

down), and 659 genes with hypermethylation and downregulated

expression (hyper-down) (Figure 6A and Table S8). In 20 M vs. 10 M,

there were 21 genes with hypomethylation and upregulated expres-

sion, 134 genes with hypermethylation and upregulated expression,

58 genes with hypomethylation and downregulated expression, and

426 genes with hypermethylation and downregulated expression

(Figure 6B and Table S9). Furthermore, Venn diagram analysis was

conducted to screen the specific genes associated with aging, and

clarify the regulation pattern of m6A modification. We observed a

total of 90 genes both increased in m6A modification and gene

expression, and a total of 18 genes decreased in both m6A modifica-

tion and gene expression. Besides, there were 295 genes with hyper-

methylation and downregulated gene expression, and two genes with

hypomethylation and upregulated gene expression (Figure 6C and

Table S10).

F IGURE 4 Functional analyses of persistently differentially m6A-modified genes. (A) The top 20 enriched GO terms of persistently
upregulated m6A-modified genes. (B) The top 20 enriched GO terms of persistently downregulated m6A-modified genes. (C) The top 20 enriched
pathways of persistently upregulated m6A-modified genes. (D) The top 20 enriched pathways of persistently downregulated m6A-modified
genes. (E-F) Visualization of two representative genes with persistently differently changed peaks during NP aging, including Plce1(E) and Scd (F).
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As the m6A content of total RNA was significantly enhanced dur-

ing the progression of NP aging (Figure 1A), we chose those genes

with hypermethylated modification for further analysis. Though GO

analyses, we found those genes with hypermethylation and upregu-

lated gene expression were chiefly enriched in response to anoxia,

reactive oxygen species metabolic process, and regulation of

transcription, whereas those genes with hypermethylation and down-

regulated gene expression were engaged in acrosomal vesicle exocy-

tosis, secretion of lysosomal enzymes, and positive regulation of acute

inflammatory response (Figure 6D,E). KEGG analyses indicated that

those genes with hypermethylation and up-regulated genes expres-

sion were mainly associated with FOXO signaling pathway, PI3K-Akt

signaling pathway, and ribosome, whereas those genes with hyper-

methylation and downregulated genes expression were involved in

RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway, oxidative phosphorylation, and

NOD-like receptor signaling pathway (Figure 6F,G).

3.7 | Validation and qualification of candidate
aging related genes

Four aging related genes including BUB1, CA12, Adamts1, and

Adamts4 have been reported closely associated with the pathogenesis

of IDD.39–41 The combined analysis of MeRIP and RNA-seq showed

that the m6A modification level of BUB1 and CA12 was increased

while the expression was decreased, and the m6A modification level

and expression of Adamts1 and Adamts4 were both increased with

age. Results from the IGV genome browser demonstrated that the

m6A modification level of the BUB1, CA12, Adamts1, and Adamts4

were remarkably higher in NP tissues of aged IVD (Figure 7A–D).

Western blot showed that the expressions of BUB1 and CA12 were

significantly decreased, while the expressions of Adamts1 and

Adamts4 were significantly increased with age (Figure 7E), which were

consistent with the results identified from RNA-seq.

4 | DISCUSSION

IDD is a multifactorial disease with a high incidence, and the caused

symptoms seriously affect the daily life of patients. An increasing

number of studies have focused on the potential function and mecha-

nism of m6A modification in IDD.42 However, no study has described

the landscape of m6A changes in aging related IDD yet. In this study,

IVD tissues were obtained from different ages of rats, and the degen-

erative changes were verified though MRI scanning, histological stain-

ing, and western blot. Moreover, it was found that the levels of global

F IGURE 5 Functional analyses of persistently differentially expressed genes. (A) The top 20 enriched GO terms of persistently upregulated
genes. (B) The top 20 enriched pathways of persistently upregulated genes. (C) The top 20 enriched GO terms of persistently downregulated
genes. (D) The top 20 enriched pathways of persistently downregulated genes.
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m6A modification and m6A modifiers including Mettl3 and FTO were

significantly altered in aged NP tissues. In addition, MeRIP-seq and

RNA-seq were performed to identify m6A peaks and m6A-modified

genes in NP tissues of rats at different ages. It was found that hetero-

geneity of m6A modifications in NP tissues existed at different ages

of rats. These findings indicated that the differential changes of m6A

modification in NP tissues appear to be closely associated with the

occurrence and development of aging related IDD. Deeper insight into

these m6A changes may shed new light on the underlying mecha-

nisms of IDD, and thus provide novel therapeutic targets for degener-

ative disc related diseases.

The IVD, a kind of heterogenous tissue, lies between adjacent

vertebral bodies, which is account for flexibility and load support of

spine in mammals. The etiologies of IDD remain quite complicated.

F IGURE 6 Identification the regulation pattern of m6A modification and gene expression during NP aging though combined analysis.
(A) Four-quadrant graph exhibits the DEGs containing differentially changed peaks in 20 M vs. 2 M. Conjoint analyses of differentially changed

peaks and DEGs resulted in four groups of genes: hypomethylated and upregulated genes (hypo-up), hypermethylated and upregulated genes
(hyper-up), hypomethylated and downregulated genes (hypo-down), hypermethylated and downregulated genes (hyper-up). (B) Four-quadrant
graph shows the DEGs containing differentially changed peaks in 20 M vs. 10 M. (C) Identification of aging related m6A-modified genes between
20 M vs. 10 M and 20 M vs. 2 M. (D) The top 20 enriched GO terms of genes with hypermethylation and upregulated gene expression. (E) The
top 20 enriched GO terms of genes with hypermethylation and downregulated gene expression. (F) The top 20 enriched pathways of genes with
hypermethylation and upregulated gene expression. (G) The top 20 enriched pathways of genes with hypermethylation and downregulated gene
expression.

F IGURE 7 Validation and qualification of candidate aging m6A-modified genes. (A-D) Peak distribution of Bub1(A), CA12 (B), Adamts1(C) and
Adamts4 (D) in rat NP tissues at different ages in IGV genome browser (n = 3). (C) Western blot and quantification of Bub1, CA12, Adamts1 and
Adamts4 in rat NP tissues at different ages (n = 3). The data are expressed as the mean ± SEM, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. ns, no
statistical significance; 2 M, 2-month-old; 10 M, 10-month-old; 20 M, 20-month-old.
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Mechanical, traumatic, genetic and nutritional factors can contribute

to the progression of IDD.43 Significantly, aging is considered as one

of important factors leading to the pathogenesis of IDD.44 The aging

related degeneration can lead to structural lesions, and disorder of

ECM metabolism. As shown in our study, the NP area and interverteb-

ral height of caudal IVD were decreased in 10- and 20-month-old rats

followed by increased Pfirrmann MRI grading when compared to that

in 2-month-old rats. Meanwhile, histological experiments showed

that the number of NP cells and NP constitutes of IVDs area was

decreased gradually. The large vacuolated NP cells were transformed

into clustered and non-vacuolated NP cells with age. And the bound-

ary between the AF and NP gradually became blurred with age. In

addition, distorted or disorganized collagen lamellae gradually appears

in AF, as well as fiber ruptured or serpentine patterns with age. Fur-

thermore, mild osteophyte or ossification of the endplate appeared

with age. Moreover, we found that anabolic makers including collagen

II, and aggrecan were downregulated, whereas the catabolic marker

such as MMP13 was upregulated in the NP tissues of 10- and

20-month-old rats in contrast to 2-month-old rats. NP is known as

the main component of IVD. The changes in structure of IVD and the

abnormal metabolism of ECM may be attributed to the alternation in

the molecular phenotype of NP cells during NP aging.15,45 Hence, fur-

ther investigation into the aged NP tissues and cells will help elucidate

the molecular mechanisms of IDD.

Increasing studies have indicated that m6A modification occurs in

TNF-α induced senescent model, puncture induced animal models,

and also human IDD.11,20,22 Although m6A modification plays impor-

tant roles in the progression of these cell and animal models, some dif-

ferences of m6A patterns exist among these models in published

studies. It is shown that m6A modification is regulated dynamically by

multiple methyltransferases and demethylases, such as Mettl3,

Mettl14, WATP, FTO, and ALKBH5.26 Recent evidences have indi-

cated that several m6A modifiers can function as critical factors in the

progression of IDD.42 As the main components of methyltransferases,

Mettl14 can form a heterodimer with Mettl3 to catalyze m6A methyl-

ation. Zhu et al. have confirmed that Mettl14 expression was posi-

tively correlated to m6A level in human NP cells, and Mettl14

knockdown could rescue the TNFα induced cell senescence.46 More-

over, Mettl14 was able to stabilize NLRP3 mRNA and thus promote

its expression. Consequently, the elevated NLRP3 increased the

proinflammatory factors including IL-1β and IL-18, therefore triggering

pyroptosis of NP cells.47 Mettl16 was found upregulated in the

degenerative NP tissues. Overexpression of Mettl16 could aggravate

oxidative stress induced apoptosis of NP cells by disturbing the bal-

ance of splicing, maturation, and degradation of MAT2A pre-mRNA

though m6A manner.11 ALKBH is one of main m6A demethylases. A

previous study verified that ALKBH5 was upregulated during IVD

denegation and NP cell senescence. Consequently, ALKBH5 demethy-

lated DNMT3B transcripts and thus enhanced its expression, thereby

promoting the progression of IVD degeneration and NP cell senes-

cence.20 In addition, Mettl3 expression and m6A methylation level

have been found significantly increased in degenerative human end-

plate cartilage tissues. Mettl3-mediated m6A methylation could

accelerate tension stimulation caused SOX9 downregulation, thereby

inhibiting the synthesis of ECM in endplate chondrocytes.48 There

may inevitably be some differences between these models in the reg-

ulation of specific genes and biological processes by m6A modifica-

tion. These findings from current study need to be further

investigated in order to better reveal and fit the mechanisms of

human IDD. In our study, Mettl3 was upregulated while FTO was

downregulated gradually in NP tissues of rats with age, which

was consistent with the results obtained from a standing mouse

model.49 However, no significant difference was found in the expres-

sion of Mettl14, Rbm15, WTAP, and ALKBH5. It is well established

that the total m6A level is determined by the dynamical balance of

methyltransferases and demethylases.26 Hence, we speculated that

the upregulation of total m6A level during the progression of NP aging

was attributed to the increase of Mettl3 and the decrease of FTO.

Interestingly, Castro-Hernández et al demonstrated a decreased m6A

level of brain tissues in aged animals and Alzheimer's disease

patients.50 Moreover, a lower level of m6A modification was also

detected in the striatum of rat brain undergoing Parkinson's disease.51

The discrepancies of m6A modification between IDD and neurode-

generative diseases indicate that the level of m6A modification during

aging may vary from species, organs, and diseases.

With the development of MeRIP-seq, more details about m6A

modification in NP tissues of IDD have been carried out. Zhu et al

have identified the landscape and distribution patterns of m6A modifi-

cation in NP tissues from a standing mouse model.49 The results

showed that there were 19 742 peaks within 8796 genes, and17846

peaks within 8173 genes in normal control and standing mouse

model, respectively. Meanwhile, a total of 1319 m6A peaks with sig-

nificant changes were characterized, in which 933 were upregulated,

and 386 were downregulated. In our study, we performed MeRIP-seq

to identify m6A changes in NP tissues at different ages of rats, and

found that the number of m6A peaks was 31 986, 32 007,

and 19 322 in 2-month-old, 10-month-old, and 20-month-old rats,

respectively. The most consensus motif sequence among these three

groups was GGACA, similar to the observation in other aged mam-

mals, such as human,50 and mouse.52 On one level, this resemblance

may elucidate the conserved features of m6A modification in mam-

mals during the progression of aging. As for the distribution of m6A

peaks, they were mainly enriched in the region of CDS and 30UTR.

Notably, the peaks with significant changes of CDS in 20 M vs. 10 M

were markedly decreased when compared to that in 10 M vs. 2 M,

whereas the peaks with significant changes in stop codon were

increased, which may indicate that aging related factors mainly con-

tribute to the m6A changes at the regions of CDS and stop codon.

Moreover, our results showed that the genes with the differentially

changed m6A modification were mainly in charge of RNA degradation,

RNA transport, protein phosphorylation and ubiquitination, and pro-

tein binding. These findings may be due to the abundant m6A modifi-

cations at CDS and 30UTR, which are responsible for the RNA

stability, transport, and protein synthesis.25,53,54

A large number of studies have suggested that m6A modification

is relevant to aging related processes and diseases, such as oxidative
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stress, DNA damage, cell senescence, autophagy, neurodegenerative

diseases, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases.55 Genes with differen-

tially changed m6A modification have been proved responsible for the

regulation of these biological processes and diseases.56–58 There is lit-

tle known regarding the biological functions of m6A-modified genes

in the aging related IDD. In order to further investigate the role of

m6A modification in the progression of aging, genes with persistent

methylation were screened among these three groups. Interestingly, a

total of 931 genes showed persistently methylated trends during the

progression of NP aging. GO analyses showed that these genes with

persistently methylated trends were mainly associated with the

metabolism of protein and lipid, RNA biosynthesis, and angiogenesis,

indicating that the persistently changed m6A peaks may play critical

roles in the abnormal metabolism during the development of IDD.59,60

Regarding the pathway analysis, these genes with persistently methyl-

ated trends were primarily engaged in cell death and inflammation

related pathways, such as mTOR signaling pathway, and AMPK signal-

ing pathway.61,62 A majority of studies have demonstrated that sys-

temic chronic inflammation is accompanied by the progression of

aging, thereby participating the occurrence of cellular senescence,

immunosenescence, organ dysfunction, and aging related diseases.63

Significantly, mTOR signaling pathway, and AMPK signaling pathway

have been demonstrated to the aging and degeneration of IVD.64,65

Inhibition of mTOR complex 1 attenuated inflammation induced disc

cellular apoptosis, senescence, and ECM degradation, through activa-

tion of autophagy and Akt-signaling network.66 Activation of AMPK

signaling pathway could reduce the expression of Col2a1, ACAN, and

DCN, accompanied with the induction of NP apoptosis and senes-

cence.67 Hence, regulation of mTOR and AMPK signaling pathways

via the m6A-dependent manner may be prospective targets for pre-

venting aging related IDD.

The significance of m6A modification in multiple biological pro-

cesses has been demonstrated mainly attributed to the post-

transcriptional regulation of gene expression.26,38,54 In order better

understanding the roles of m6A modification in the regulation of aging

related genes, we screened the genes with differentially changed

peaks and differential expression in 20 M group in comparison to

10 M and 2 M groups. We found 405 genes whose m6A peaks and

mRNA levels both changed significantly. Consistent with the expres-

sion trends of Mettl3 and FTO during the progression of NP aging,

the number of genes with hypermethylation were more than that with

hypomethylation. Previous studies have demonstrated that one of the

main functions of m6A modification is to facilitate mRNA degradation,

indicating a negative relationship between m6A modification and gene

expression.26,68 In present study, most of aging related genes con-

tained opposite trends between m6A modification and gene expres-

sion. For instance, BUB1 and CA12 were found persistently

hypermethylated, and the results of western blot showed their

expression was downregulated during the progression of NP aging.

Significantly, less than one third of aging related genes exhibited a

positive correlation between m6A modification and gene expression.

For instance, Adamts1 and Adamts4, as the major catabolic enzymes

in IVD tissues, were observed with persistent hypermethylation

among groups. Meanwhile, the expression of Adamts1 and Adamts4

was increased with age. These distinctions of m6A modification medi-

ated post-transcriptional regulation may be due to the different func-

tions of m6A “readers”, of which YTHDF1 and YTHDF2 have been

found accelerating mRNA degradation,69,70 whereas IGF2BP2 could

promote mRNA stability and translation.71–73 Thus, the effect of m6A

modification on the expression of exact genes remains to be further

clarified.

However, some limitations should be interpreted in current study.

First, as any animal model has limitations, this study was only con-

ducted with NP tissue of male SD rats caudal IVDs. Considering that

the gender of the rats and the composition and structure of the IVDs

may bias the experimental results, further study the m6A modification

changes in NP, AF and CEP of male and female rats will provide a

global view in understanding the relationship between m6A modifica-

tion and aging-related IDD. Second, the rat caudal IVDs are different

from the thoracic and lumbar IVDs in terms of mechanical loading,

anatomy, dimensions, composition, and metabolism. In future studies,

a comprehensive study of m6A modification changes in thoracic, lum-

bar and caudal IVDs at different ages would further scientifically

explain the role of m6A modification in age-related IDD. In addition,

whether the same pattern of m6A modification occurs in human aged

IVD need further investigation. Third, the increased height of osseous

endplate is known as an important feature for IDD. Since micro-CT

was not adopted to detect the tails of rats, we didn't employ the

height of osseous endplate as a degenerated feature in current study.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we first comprehensively described the features and dis-

tributions of m6A modification in NP tissues of rats at different stages

during the progression of NP aging. Our results showed the m6A

peaks and m6A modified genes were closely related to the develop-

ment of IDD, suggesting that m6A modification may play important

roles in underlying mechanisms of IDD. These findings provide new

insights for future studies, and may help explore novel targets for the

treatment of degenerative disc related diseases.
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